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OPERATIONS ON TRAJECTORIES WITH APPLICATIONS TOCODING AND BIOINFORMATICSLILA KARIDepartment of Computer Science, The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, N6A5B7, Canada, lila@csd.uwo.caandSTAVROS KONSTANTINIDISDept. of Mathematics and Computing Science, Saint Mary's University, Halifax, Nova Scotia,B3H 3C3, Canada, s.konstantinidis@smu.caandPETR SOS�IKInstitute of Computer Science, Silesian University, 74601 Opava, Czech Republic,petr.sosik@fpf.slu.czReceived (received date)Revised (revised date)Communicated by Editor's nameABSTRACTWe study binary word operations of the insertion, deletion and substitution type.Many of these operations can be generalized into a uni�ed framework by introducing so-called trajectory condition. This generalization has been previously made for insertionand deletion operations. In this paper we naturally extend this approach also to substi-tution operations. We study closure properties and decision problems of substitutionson trajectories. The obtained results are then applied to model complex noisy channelsand a cryptanalysis problem. Another application concerns the design of sets of DNAstrands without undesired bonds.Keywords: formal languages; trajectory; noisy channel; biocomputing1. IntroductionBinary word operations play an important role in formal language theory. Theyserve for composition/decomposition of languages and their descriptions (gram-mars, automata). They are also crucial for forming algebraic structures of formallanguages, such as abstract families of languages (AFL) [26], and have numerousother applications. Besides their closure properties, language equations involvingthese operations have been studied. Various problems from automaton theory [26],1



coding theory [11], biocomputing [15] etc. have been reduced to �nding solutionsto language equations involving these operations [11, 19].In this paper we focus on insertion/deletion/substitution word operations, suchas catenation, insertion, quotient, shu�e, deletion, scattered deletion, substitution,etc. These operations di�er in the positions where the letters of one operand areinserted/deleted/substituted into/from the other one. It turns out that one cancharacterize all these positions by a set of binary strings called trajectories. Shu�eon trajectories has been introduced and investigated in [25], characterizing a classof insertion operations. Also their applications to concurrent processes modellingwere considered. Further related problems have been addressed e.g., in [22, 23].An inverse operation, the deletion on trajectories, has been introduced in [3, 13].Further theoretical results can be found e.g., in [4, 5, 6, 7], while for applicationswe refer to [14, 15].As a further natural extension, we introduce in Section 4 the operations ofsubstitution on trajectories. Substitution word operations were introduced in [11],where they have been used to model noisy channels. A basic principle is to replacecertain letters of one argument by letters of the other argument. The trajectorycondition can restrict positions or frequency of these replacements. The idea ofsubstitution on trajectories seems to have interesting applications in coding theoryand bioinformatics.The paper is organized as follows. A basic description of deletion/insertion op-erations on trajectories is given in Section 3. Then in Section 4 we introduce substi-tution on trajectories. Closure properties of substitution on trajectories are studiedin Section 5, and related decision questions in Section 6. In Section 7 we discussa few applications of the substitution on trajectories in modelling complex noisychannels and a cryptanalysis problem. In the former case, the channels involvedpermit only substitution errors. This restriction allows us to improve the time com-plexity of the problem of whether a given regular language is error-detecting withrespect to a given channel [18]. Finally, in Section 8 applications to bioinformaticsare discussed. We characterize certain types of bonds of single DNA strands by op-erations on trajectories. This allows for construction of a quadratic-time algorithmtesting the presence of such bonds in a given regular set of DNA words.2. De�nitionsAn alphabet is a �nite and nonempty set of symbols. In the sequel we shall use a�xed alphabet � which is assumed to be non-singleton, if not stated otherwise. Theset of all words (over �) is denoted by ��. This set includes the empty word �. Thelength of a word w is denoted by jwj; and jwjx denotes the number of occurrencesof x within w; for w 2 ��; x 2 �:For a nonnegative integer n and a word w, we use wn to denote the word thatconsists of n concatenated copies of w. The Hamming distance H(u; v) betweentwo words u and v of the same length is the number of corresponding positions inwhich u and v di�er. For example, H(abba; aaaa) = 2.A mapping � : �� ! �� is called a morphism (anti-morphism) of �� if �(uv) =2



�(u)�(v) (respectively, �(uv) = �(v)�(u)) for all u; v 2 ��. Note that both amorphism and an anti-morphism of �� are completely de�ned if we de�ne theirvalues on the letters of �.A language L is a set of words, or equivalently a subset of ��. A language issaid to be �-free if it does not contain the empty word. For a language L, we writeL� to denote L [ f�g. If n is a nonnegative integer, we write Ln for the languageconsisting of all words of the form w1 � � �wn such that each wi is in L. We also writeL+ for the language L1 [ L2 [ � � � and L� for the language L+ [ L0. The notationLc represents the complement of the language L, that is, Lc = �� � L.A nondeterministic �nite automaton with � productions (or transitions), a �-NFA for short, is a quintuple A = (S;�; s0; F; P ) such that S is the �nite andnonempty set of states, s0 is the start state, F is the set of �nal states, and P isthe set of productions of the form sx ! t, where s and t are states in S, and x iseither a symbol in � or the empty word. If there is no production with x = �, theautomaton is called an NFA. If for every two productions of the form sx1 ! t1 andsx2 ! t2 of an NFA we have that x1 6= x2 then the automaton is called a DFA(deterministic �nite automaton). The language accepted by the automaton A isdenoted by L(A). The size jAj of the automaton A is the number jSj + jP j. Werefer the reader to [26] for further details on automata and formal languages.A binary word operation is a mapping } : �� � �� ! 2�� , where 2�� is the set ofall subsets of ��. The characteristic relation of } isC} = f(w; u; v) : w 2 u} vg:For any languages X and Y , we de�neX }Y = [u2X;v2Y u} v: (1)It should be noted that every subset B of �������� de�nes a unique binaryword operation whose characteristic relation is exactly B. The left inverse }l andthe right inverse }r of } are de�ned asw 2 (x} v) i� x 2 (w}l v); for all v; x; w 2 ��;w 2 (u} y) i� y 2 (u}r w); for all u; y; w 2 ��:Moreover, the word operation }0 de�ned by u}0 v = v}u is called reversed }.It should be clear that, for every binary operation }, the triple (w; u; v) is in C}if and only if (u;w; v) is in C}l if and only if (v; u; w) is in C}r if and only if(w; v; u) is in C}0 . If x and y are symbols in fl; r;0 g, the notation }xy representsthe operation (}x)y. Using the above observations, one can establish identitiesbetween operations of the form }xy.Lemma 1 (i) }ll = }rr = }00 = };(ii) }0l = }r0 = }lr;(iii) }0r = }l0 = }rl : 3



Bellow we list several binary word operations together with their left and right in-verses [10].Catenationa: u � v = fuvg, with �l = �!rq and �r = �!lq.Left quotient: u �!lq v = fwg if u = vw, with �!llq = �0 and �!rlq = �.Right quotient: u �!rq v = fwg if u = wv, with �!lrq = � and �!rrq = �!0lq.Shu�e (or scattered insertion): utt v = fu1v1 � � �ukvkuk+1 j k � 1;u = u1 � � �ukuk+1; v = v1 � � � vkg, with ttl =; and ttr =;0.Scattered deletion: u; v = fu1 � � �ukuk+1 j k � 1; u = u1v1 � � �ukvkuk+1;v = v1 � � � vkg, with ;l = tt and ;r =;.3. Shu�e and Deletion on TrajectoriesThe above insertion and deletion operations can be naturally generalized usingthe concept of trajectories. A trajectory de�nes an order in which the operationis applied to the letters of its arguments. Notice that this restriction is purelysyntactical, as the content of the arguments has no inuence on this order. For-mally, a trajectory is a string over the trajectory alphabet V = f0; 1g: The followingde�nitions are due to [3, 13, 25].Let � be an alphabet and let t be a trajectory, t 2 V �: Let �; � be two wordsover �:De�nition 1 The shu�e of � with � on trajectory t; denoted by �ttt �; is de�nedas follows:�ttt � = f�1�1 : : : �k�k j� = �1 : : : �k; � = �1 : : : �k; t = 0i11j1 : : : 0ik1jk ;where j�mj = im and j�mj = jm for all m; 1 � m � kg.Observe that due to the above de�nition, if j�j 6= jtj0 or j�j 6= jtj1; then �ttt � = ;:De�nition 2 The deletion of � from � on trajectory t is the following binary wordoperation:�;t � = f�1 : : : �k j� = �1�1 : : : �k�k; � = �1 : : : �k; t = 0i11j1 : : : 0ik1jk ;where j�mj = im and j�mj = jm for all m; 1 � m � kg.Similarly as in the previous de�nition, if j�j 6= jtj or j�j 6= jtj1; then �;t � = ;:A set of trajectories is any set T � V �: We extend the shu�e and deletion tosets of trajectories as follows:�ttT � = [t2T �ttt �; �;T � = [t2T �;t �: (2)The operations ttT and ;T generalize to languages by (1).aWe shall also write uv for u � v. 4



Example. The following binary word operations can be expressed via shu�e oncertain sets of trajectories.(i) Let T = 0�1�; then ttT = �; the catenation operation, and;T = �!rq; theright quotient.(ii) For T = 1�0� we have ttT = �0; the anti-catenation, and ;T = �!lq; theleft quotient.(iii) Let T = f0; 1g�; then ;T = tt; the shu�e, and ;T = ;; the scattereddeletion.Lemma 2 Let T be a set of trajectories. Then ttlT = ;T and ;lT = ttT :Lemma 3 For all regular languages L1; L2; and a regular set of trajectories T; bothL1 ttT L2 and L1 ;T L2 are regular languages.Furthermore, let A1; A2 and AT be NFA's accepting L1; L2; and T; respectively.Then there exists an NFA (�-NFA for ;T ) of the size O(jA1j � jA2j � jAT j) acceptingthe language L1 ttT L2 (L1 ;T L2; respectively).4. Substitution on TrajectoriesBased on the previously studied concepts of the insertion and deletion on trajec-tories, we consider a generalization of three natural binary word operations whichare used to model certain noisy channels [11]. Generally, a channel [18] is a binaryrelation  � �� ��� such that (u; u) is in  for every word u in the input domainof  { this domain is the set fu j (u; v) 2  for some word vg. The fact that (u; v)is in  means that the word v can be received from u via the channel :In [11], certain channels with insertion, deletion and substitution errors are char-acterized via word operations. For instance, the channel with exactly m insertionerrors is the set of all pairs (u; v) such that v 2 utt�m; and analogously for deletionerrors. The following operations allow to characterize channels with substitutionerrors.De�nition 3 For a trajectory t 2 V � and u; v 2 �� we de�ne the substitution inu by v on trajectory t asu 1t v = fu1v1u2v2 : : : ukvkuk+1 j k � 0; u = u1a1 : : : ukakuk+1; v = v1 : : : vk;t = 0j110j21 : : : 0jk10jk+1 ; ai; vi 2 �; 1 � i � k; ai 6= vi;8i; 1 � i � k;ji = juij; 1 � i � k + 1g:De�nition 4 For a trajectory t 2 V � and u; v 2 �� we de�ne the substitution inu of v on trajectory t asu4t v = fu1a1u2a2 : : : ukakuk+1 j k � 0; u = u1v1 : : : ukvkuk+1; v = v1 : : : vk;t = 0j110j21 : : : 0jk10jk+1 ; ai; vi 2 �; 1 � i � k; ai 6= vi;8i; 1 � i � k;ji = juij; 1 � i � k + 1g:De�nition 5 For a trajectory t 2 V � and u; v 2 �� we de�ne the right di�erenceof u and v on trajectory t asu�t v = fv1v2 : : : vk j k � 0; u = u1a1 : : : ukakuk+1; v = u1v1 : : : ukvkuk+1;5



t = 0j110j21 : : : 0jk10jk+1 ; ai; vi 2 �; 1 � i � k; ai 6= vi;8i; 1 � i � k;ji = juij; 1 � i � k + 1g:Example. Consider an alphabet � = fa; b; cg: Then(i) aaaa 10110 bc = fabcag;(ii) aaaa40110 aa = fabba; abca; acba; accag;(iii) aaaa�0110 abca = fbcg:We note that, analogously to De�nitions 1 and 2, if juj 6= jtj or jvj 6= jtj1;then u 1t v = u4t v = ;: Similarly, if the condition juj = jvj = jtj is not met,then u �t v = ;: Observe also that for an arbitrary u; v 2 ��; t 2 V � one getsju 1t vj � 1; ju�t vj � 1; but ju4t vj � (j�j � 1)jtj1 :These operations can be generalized to sets of trajectories in the natural way:u 1T v = [t2T u 1t v; u4T v = [t2T u4t v and u�T v = [t2T u�t v:We give notice of the fact that the notation 1T was used also by A. Mateescuin [21] and some other papers to denote splicing on routes.Example. For positive integersm and l, with m < l, consider the SID (Substitution,Insertion, Deletion) channel [17] that permits at most m substitution errors in anyl (or less) consecutive symbols of any input message. Using the operation 1T , thischannel is de�ned as the set of pairs of words (u; v) such that u 2 v 1T ��, whereT is the set of all trajectories t such that, for any subword s of t, if jsj � l thenjsj1 � m.One can observe that similarly as in [11], substitution on trajectories can char-acterize channels where errors occur in certain parts of words only, or with a certainfrequency. If we replace the language �� in the above example by a more speci�cone, we can also model channels where errors depend on the content of the message.Lemma 4 For a set of trajectories T and words u; v 2 ��; the following holds:(i) 1lT = 4T and 1rT = �T ;(ii) 4lT = 1T and 4rT = �0T ;(iii) �lT = 40T and �rT = 1T :Proof.(i) Recall the characteristic relation C1t of the operation 1t : The statements1lt = 4t and 1rt = �t; t 2 T; follow directly by careful reading of thede�nitions of 1t; 4t and �t: Now observe thatu 1lT v = [t2T u 1lt v = [t2T u4t v = u4T v:The proof for 1rT is analogous.(ii) Due to Lemma 1, 1lT = 4T implies 4lT = 1T and 1rT = �T implies4rT = 1lrT = 1r0T = �0T :(iii) Similarly, 1rT = �T implies �rT = 1T ; and consequently �lT = 1rlT = 1l0T= 40T : 26



5. Closure PropertiesBefore addressing the closure properties of substitution, we show �rst that any(not necessarily recursively enumerable) language over a two letter alphabet can beobtained as a result of substitution.Lemma 5 For an arbitrary language L � fa; bg� there exists a set of trajectoriesT such that(i) L = a� 1T b�;(ii) L = a�4T a�:Proof. Let T = �(L); � : fa; bg� �! V � being a coding morphism such that�(a) = 0; �(b) = 1: The statements follow easily by de�nition. 2Similarly as in the case of shu�e and deletion on trajectories [3, 13, 25], thesubstitution on trajectories can be characterized by simpler language operations.Lemma 6 Let }T be any of the operations 1T ; 4T ; �T : Then there exists a �nitesubstitution h1; morphisms h2; g and a regular language R such that for all languagesL1; L2 � ��; and for all sets of trajectories T � V �;L1}T L2 = g((h1(L1)tt h2(L2)tt T ) \ R): (3)Proof. Let �i = fai j a 2 �g; for i = 1; 2; 3; be copies of � such that �; �1; �2;�3 and V are pairwise disjoint alphabets. For a letter a 2 �; we denote by ai thecorresponding letter from �i; i = 1; 2; 3:Let further h1 : � �! (�1 [ �3) be a �nite substitution and let h2 : � �! �2and g : (�1 [ �2 [�3 [ V ) �! � be morphisms.(i) If }T =1T ; then de�ne h1(a) = fa1; a3g; h2(a) = a2 for each a 2 �: LetR = (�1 � f0g [ fa3b21 j a; b 2 �; a 6= bg)�:Let further g(a1) = a; g(a2) = a for all a1 2 �1; a2 2 �2; and g(x) = � for allx 2 �3 [ V: Then one can easily verify that (3) holds true.(ii) If }T = 4T ; then let h1(a) = fa1g[ fa3g ��1; h2(a) = a2 for each a 2 �: Letfurther R = (�1 � f0g [ fa3a2b11 j a; b 2 �; a 6= bg)�;and g(a1) = a for all a1 2 �1; g(x) = � for all x 2 �2 [ �3 [ V:(iii) If }T = �T ; then de�ne h1(a) = a1; h2(a) = fa2; a3g for each a 2 �: LetR = (fa1a20 j a 2 �g [ fa1b31 j a; b 2 �; a 6= bg)�;and g(a3) = a for all a3 2 �3; g(x) = � for all x 2 �1 [ �2 [ V: 2Theorem 1 Let }T be any of the operations 1T ; 4T ; �T : Let L1; L2 � �� beregular languages and T � V � a regular set of trajectories. Let A1; A2 and AT beNFA's accepting L1; L2 and T; respectively.Then there exists an NFA (a �-NFA if }T = �T ) A of the size jAj = O(jA1j �jAT j � jA2j) accepting L1}T L2: 7



Proof. Denote AT = (QT ; V; sT ; FT ; pT ) and Ai = (Qi;�; si; Fi; pi) for i = 1; 2:We show the construction of an NFA A accepting L1 1T L2; the remaining casesare analogous. Informally, given a word x 2 ��; A chooses nondeterministically atrajectory t 2 T; words x1 2 L1 and x2 2 L2 and tests whether fxg = x1 1t x2:Denote A = (Q;�; s; F; p): Let Q = Q1�QT�Q2; s = (s1; sT ; s2); F = F1�FT�F2;and p be de�ned as follows. For all q1 2 Q1; qT 2 QT ; q2 2 Q2; a 2 �;(q1; qT ; q2) a! (q01; q0T ; q2) for all q01 2 Q1; q0T 2 QT such that q1a! q01;qT 0! q0T ;(q1; qT ; q2) a! (q01; q0T ; q02) for all q01 2 Q1; q0T 2 QT ; q02 2 Q2 such that q1b! q01;qT 1! q0T ; q2a! q02; b 2 �; a 6= b:The reader can easily verify that L(A) = L1 1T L2: 2Theorem 2 Let }T be any of the operations 1T ; 4T ; �T :(i) Let any two of the languages L1; L2; T be regular and the third one becontext-free. Then L1}T L2 is a context-free language.(ii) Let any two of the languages L1; L2; T be context-free and the third one beregular. Then L1}T L2 is a non-context-free language for some triples (L1;L2; T ).Proof.(i) Follows by Lemma 6, and by closure of the class of context-free languageswith respect to �nite substitution, shu�e, morphisms and intersection withregular languages.(ii) Consider the alphabet � = fa; b; c; dg:(a) Let }T =1T :(1) Consider L1 = fandb2n jn > 0g; L2 = famcm jm > 0g and T = V �;then (L1 1T L2) \ a�da�c� = fandancn jn > 0g:(2) Consider L1 = fanb2n jn > 0g; L2 = c+ and T = f02m1m jm > 0g;then L1 1T L2 = fanbncn jn > 0g:(3) Consider L1 = a+; L2 = fbncn jn > 0g and T = f0m12m jm > 0g;then L1 1T L2 = fanbncn jn > 0g:(b) Let }T = 4T : Consider:(1) L1 = fanbakbal j k + l + 1 = 2n > 0g; L2 = fambam+1 jm > 0g andT = 0+1+;(2) L1 = fanbnam jn > 0;m � 0g; L2 = a+ and T = f02m+11m jm >0g;(3) L1 = a+ba+; L2 = fanban jn > 0g and T = f0m12m+1 jm > 0g;then in all three cases (L14T L2) \ a�b�ab� = fanbnabn jn > 0g:(c) Let }T = �T : Consider:(1) L1 = fc2mdcm jm > 0g; L2 = fanbndam jn;m > 0g and T = V +;(2) L1 = fbnandbm jn;m > 0g; L2 = a+b+da+ and T = f12m01m jm >0g;(3) L1 = c+dc+; L2 = fanbndam jn;m > 0g and T = f12m01m jm > 0g;8



then in all three cases (L1 �T L2) \ fa; bg� = fanbnan jn > 0g:In all the above cases we have shown that L1}T L2 is a non-context-freelanguage. 26. Decision ProblemsIn this section we study three elementary types of decision problems for languageequations of the form L1}T L2 = R; where }T is one of the operations 1T ;4T ; �T :These problems, studied already for various binary word operations in [3, 9, 10, 13]and others, are stated as follows. First, given L1; L2 and R; one asks whether theabove equation holds true. Second, the existence of a solution L1 to the equationis questioned, when L1 is unknown (the left operand problem). Third, the sameproblem is stated for the right operand L2: All these problems have their variantswhen one of L1; L2 (the unknown language in the case of the operand problems)consists of a single word.We focus now on the case when L1; L2 and T are all regular languages. ThenL1}T L2 is also a regular language by Theorem 1, }T being any of the operations1T ; 4T ; �T : Immediately we obtain the following result.Theorem 3 The following problems are both decidable if the operation }T is oneof 1T ; 4T ; �T ; T being a regular set of trajectories:(i) For given regular languages L1; L2; R; is L1}T L2 = R?(ii) For given regular languages L1; R and a word w 2 ��; is L1}T w = R?Also the decidability of the left and the right operand problems for languagesis a straightforward consequence of the results in Section 5 and some previouslyknown facts about language equations [10].Theorem 4 Let }T be one of the operations 1T ; 4T ; �T : The problem \Doesthere exist a solution X to the equation X }T L = R?" (left-operand problem) isdecidable for regular languages L; R and a regular set of trajectories T:Proof. Due to [10], if a solution to the equation X }T L = R exists, then alsoXmax = (Rc}lT L)c is also a solution, }T being an invertible binary word operation.In fact, Xmax is the maximum (with respect to the subset relation) of all the setsX such that X }T L � R: We can conclude that a solution X exists i�(Rc}lT L)c}T L = R: (4)holds. Observe that if }T is one of 1T ; 4T ; �T ; then }lT is 4T ; 1T or 40T ;respectively, by Lemma 4. Hence the left side of the equation (4) represents ane�ectively constructible regular language by Theorem 1. Consequently, the equalityof (4) is decidable and moreover the maximal solution Xmax = (Rc}lT L)c can bee�ectively found if one exists. 2Theorem 5 Let }T be one of the operations 1T ; 4T ; �T : The problem \Doesthere exist a solution X to the equation L}T X = R?" (right-operand problem) isdecidable for regular languages L; R and a regular set of trajectories T:9



Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4, a maximal solution to the equationL}T X = R is Xmax = (L}rT Rc)c for a binary word operation }T ; see [10]. Hencea solution X exists i� L}T (L}rT Rc)c = R (5)By Lemma 4, if }T is one of 1T ; 4T ; �T ; then }rT is �T ; �0T or 1T ; respectively.Again the equality of (5) is e�ectively decidable by Theorem 1, and, moreover, aneventual maximal solution Xmax = (L}rT Rc)c can be e�ectively found. 2The situation is a bit di�erent in the case when the existence of a singletonsolution to the left or the right operand problem is questioned. Another prooftechnique takes place.Theorem 6 Let }T be one of the operations 1T ; 4T ; �T : The problem \Doesthere exist a word w such that w}T L = R?" is decidable for regular languages L;R and a regular set of trajectories T:Proof. Assume that }T is one of 1T ; 4T ; �T : Observe �rst that if y 2 w}T xfor some w; x; y 2 ��; then jyj � jwj: Therefore, if R is in�nite, then there cannotexist a solution w of a �nite length satisfying w}T L = R: Hence for an in�nite Rthe problem is trivial.Assume now thatR is �nite. As shown in [10], the regular setXmax = (Rc}lT L)cis the maximal set with the property X }T L � R: Hence w is a solution ofw}T L = R i�(i) w}T L � R; i.e. w 2 Xmax; and(ii) w}T L 6� R:Moreover, (ii) is satis�ed i� w}T L 6� R1 for allR1 � R; and hence w 62 (Rc1}lT L)c:Hence we can conclude that the set S of all singleton solutions to the equationw}T L = R can be expressed asS = (Rc}lT L)c � [R1�R(Rc1}lT L)c:Since we assume that R is �nite, the set S is regular and e�ectively constructibleby Lemma 4, Theorem 1 and the closure of the class of regular languages under�nite union and under complement. Hence it is also decidable whether S is emptyor not, and eventually all its elements can be e�ectively listed. 2Theorem 7 Let }T be one of the operations 1T ; 4T ; �T : The problem \Doesthere exist a word w such that L}T w = R?" is decidable for regular languages L;R and a regular set of trajectories T:Proof. Assume �rst that }T is one of 1T ; 4T : Observe that if y 2 x}T wfor some w; x; y 2 ��; then jyj � jwj: Therefore, if a solution w to the equationL}T w = R exists, then jwj � k; where k = minfjyj j y 2 Rg: Hence, to verifywhether a solution exists or not, it su�ces to test all the words from �0[�1[: : :[�k:Focus now on the operation �T : Analogously to the case of Theorem 6, we candeduce that there is no word w satisfying L�T w = R, if R is in�nite. Furthermore,the set Xmax = (L �rT Rc)c = (L 1T Rc)c is the maximal set with the property10



L�TX � R: The same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6 allow one to expressthe set of all singleton solutions asS = (L 1T Rc)c � [R1�R(L 1T Rc1)c:For a �nite R; the set S is regular and e�ectively constructible, hence we can decidewhether it contains at least one solution. 2We add that in the above cases of the left and the right operand problems, ifthere exists a solution, then at least one can be e�ectively found. Moreover, inthe case of their singleton variants, all the singleton solutions can be e�ectivelyenumerated.7. Applications to CodingIn this section we discuss a few applications of the substitution-on-trajectoriesoperation in modelling certain noisy channels and a cryptanalysis problem. Inthe former case, we revisit a decidability question involving the property of error-detection.Recall the example of a noisy channel characterized by the substitution on tra-jectories in Section 4. In general, following the notation of [11], for any trajectoryset T we shall denote by [1T ��] the channel f(u; v) j u 2 � �; v 2 u 1T ��g. Inthe context of noisy channels, the concept of error-detection is fundamental [18]. Alanguage L is called error-detecting for a channel , if  cannot transform a wordin L� to another word in L�; that is, if u; v 2 L� and (u; v) 2  then u = v. HereL� is the language L [ f�g. The empty word in this de�nition is needed in casethe channel permits symbols to be inserted into, or deleted from, messages { see[18] for details. In our case, where only substitution errors are permitted, the abovede�nition remains valid if we replace L� with L.In [18] it is shown that, given a rational relation  and a regular language L,we can decide in polynomial time whether L is error-detecting for . Here we takeadvantage of the fact that the channels [1T ��] permit only substitution errors andimprove the time complexity of the above result.Theorem 8 The following problem is decidable in time O(jAj2jT j).Input: NFA A over � and NFA AT over f0; 1g; such that L(AT ) = T:Output: Yes/No, depending on whether L(A) is error-detecting for [1T ��].Proof. In [12] it is shown that given an NFA A, one can construct the NFAA� , in time O(jAj2), such that the alphabet of A� is E = ��� and the languageaccepted by A� consists of all the words of the form (x1; y1) � � � (xn; yn), with each(xi; yi) 2 E, such that x1 � � �xn 6= y1 � � � yn and the words x1 � � �xn and y1 � � � yn arein L(A). Let � be the morphism of E into f0; 1g such that �(x; y) = 0 i� x = y. Onecan verify that L(A) is error-detecting for [1T ��] i� the language �(L(A�)) \ Tis empty. Using this observation, the required algorithm consists of the followingsteps: (i) Construct the NFA A� from A. (ii) Construct the NFA �(A�) by simplyreplacing each transition s(x; y) ! t of A� with s�(x; y) ! t. (iii) Use a productconstruction on �(A�) and AT to obtain an NFA B accepting �(L(A�)) \ T . (iv)11



Perform a depth �rst search algorithm on the graph of B to test whether there is apath from the start state to a �nal state. 2We close this section with a cryptanalysis application of the operation 1T . LetM be a set of candidate binary messages (words over f0; 1g) and let K be a set ofpossible binary keys. An unknown message v in M is encrypted as v � t, wheret is an unknown key in K, and � is the exclusive-OR logic operation. Let e bean observed encrypted message and let T be a set of possible guesses for t, withT � K. We want to �nd the subset X of M for which X � T = e, that is, thepossible original messages that can be encrypted as e using the keys we have guessedin T . In general T can be in�nite and given, for instance, by a regular expressiondescribing the possible pattern of the key. We can model this problem using thefollowing observation whose proof is based on the de�nitions of the operations 1Tand �, and is left to the reader.Lemma 7 For every word v 2 f0; 1g� and trajectory t, v 1t f0; 1g� = fv � tg.By the above lemma, we have that the equation X � T = e is equivalent toX 1T �� = e. By Theorem 4, we can decide whether there is a solution forthis equation and, in this case, �nd the maximal solution Xmax. In particular,Xmax = (ec4T��)c. Hence, one needs to compute the set M \Xmax. Most likely,for a general T , this problem is intractable. On the other hand, this method providesan alternate way to approach the problem.8. Applications to BioinformaticsDuring many laboratory protocols involvingmanipulation of single DNA strands,the following problem arises: one designs an experiment, assuming certain bondsbetween these strands. Simultaneously, it is necessary to prevent any other unde-sired types of bonds. Therefore one has to design carefully the set of single DNAstrands to prevent undesired bonds. A typical example is the design of primers for asite-speci�c PCR reaction. Another case is the design of coding for DNA computingprocesses, as in the famous Adleman's experiment [1].A signi�cant number of research papers have been devoted to the problem ofDNA strands design. Due to space limitations we only cite a few [2, 8, 20, 24].Many of these papers, such as [14, 15], rely on computational methods where theshu�e and deletion on trajectories are used to characterize undesired bonds. Inthis section we propose a new formalization of undesired bonds of DNA strandswith irregularities (bulges). We show how the operations on trajectories can bee�ectively used to characterize such bonds and to solve some elementary problemsof the DNA strand design.In the remainder of this section we represent the single-stranded DNA moleculesby strings over the DNA alphabet � = fA;C; T;Gg: Therefore, some more formallanguage prerequisites are necessary.An involution � : �! � of � is a mapping such that �2 is equal to the identitymapping, i.e., �(�(x)) = x for all x 2 �. It follows then that an involution � isbijective and � = ��1. The identity mapping is a trivial example of an involution.An involution of � can be extended to either a morphism or an antimorphism12
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 �	Figure 1: Three types of undesired bonds corresponding to De�nition 7. Horizontallines and bulges represent DNA strands. Vertical lines represent bonds betweencomplementary nucleotides.of ��. For example, if the identity of � is extended to a morphism of ��, weobtain the identity involution of ��. However, if we extend the identity of � to anantimorphism of �� we obtain instead the mirror-image involution of �� that mapseach word a1a2 : : : ak onto ak : : : a2a1; where ai 2 �; 1 � i � k:If we consider the DNA-alphabet �; then the mapping � : � ! � de�ned by�(A) = T; �(T ) = A; �(C) = G; �(G) = C can be extended in the usual way to anantimorphism of �� that is also an involution of ��. This involution formalizesthe notion of Watson-Crick complement of a DNA sequence and will therefore becalled the DNA involution. By convention, a word w = a1a2 : : : an in �� will signifythe DNA single strand 50 � a1a2 : : : an � 30. According to this convention, singlestrands w1; w2 2 �� are complementary and can stick together via hydrogen bondsi� w1 = �(w2): In the following de�nitions, however, we allow for an arbitraryalphabet � and an arbitrary involution � over �:De�nition 6 We de�ne the following functions �� �! 2�� :Ins(u) = fu1vu2 j v 2 ��; u1; u2 2 ��; u = u1u2g;Del(u) = fu1u3 ju = u1u2u3; ui 2 ��; 1 � i � 3g;Subs(u) = fu1u02u3 ju = u1u2u3; u1; u2; u3 2 ��; ju2j = ju02j = H(u2; u02)g:We note that in [16] and some other papers we have used a similar notation ins,del and Sub. However, the mappings corresponding to this notation di�er from theabove functions Ins, Del and Subs.De�nition 7 A language L � �+ is called�-ins-compliant i� 8w 2 L; x; y 2 ��; xzy 2 L; z 2 Ins(�(w)) ) xy = �;�-del-compliant i� 8w 2 L; x; y 2 ��; xzy 2 L; z 2 Del(�(w)) ) xy = �;�-sub-compliant i� 8w 2 L; x; y 2 ��; xzy 2 L; z 2 Subs(�(w)) ) xy = �:Intuitively, if a language L of single DNA strands is �-ins-compliant (�-del-compliant, �-sub-compliant), then the strands in L cannot create bonds like thosein Fig. 1 (a) (or (b), (c), respectively). The above de�nition is motivated as follows:the molecules depicted in Fig. 1 have \sticky" ends which can potentially react withother molecules, producing undesired bonds. If, however, the condition xy = � issatis�ed, no sticky ends are present. 13



Below we characterize the compliance properties via operations on trajectories.Some technical lemmata will be useful.Lemma 8 (i) Ins(u) = utt0�1�0� ��;(ii) Del(u) = u;0�1�0� ��;(iii) Subs(u) = u 10�1�0� ��.Lemma 9 For arbitrary x; y 2 ��;(i) x 2 Ins(y) i� y 2 Del(x);(ii) x 2 Subs(y) i� y 2 Subs(x).Proof. Follows by Lemmata 2, 4 and 8. 2In [14, 15], a general framework of bond-free language property has been pre-sented. Within this framework we have characterized a sequence of various typesof undesired bonds between single DNA strands. We recall the de�nition.De�nition 8 A language property P is called a bond-free property of degree 2 ifthere exist sets of trajectories Tlo; Tup and an involution � such that for an arbitraryL � ��; L satis�es P i�8w 2 �+; x; y 2 ��; (w ttTlo x \ L 6= ;; w ttTup y \ �(L) 6= ;)) xy = �:Intuitively, w and �(w) are complementary parts of two DNA strands. The opera-tions wttTlo x and wttTup x characterize the lower and the upper strand, respec-tively. We show now how to generalize the concept of the bond-free property tocover also the bonds described in Fig. 1.Theorem 9 Consider the sets of trajectories Tlo = 0� and Tup = 0�1�0�: A lan-guage L � �+ is �-ins-compliant (�-del-compliant, �-sub-compliant, respectively)i� 8w 2 �+; x; y 2 ��; (w ttTlo x \ L 6= ;; w ttTup y \ �( (L)) 6= ;)) xy = �;where the mapping  =Del for �-ins-compliance,  =Ins for �-del-compliance and =Subs for �-sub-compliance.Proof. Consider the property of �-ins-compliance. By De�nition 7, the fact thata language L is �-ins-compliant is equivalent with each of the following statements:8w 2 �+; (9x; y; z 2 ��; xy 6= �; xzy 2 L; z 2 Ins(�(w))) ) w 62 L8w 2 �+; (9x; y 2 ��; xy 6= �; fxgIns(�(w))fyg \ L 6= ;)) w 62 L8w 2 �+; ((��Ins(�(w))�+ [ �+Ins(�(w))��) \ L 6= ;)) w 62 LNow observe that ��Ins(�(w))�+ = Ins(�(��fwg�+)) and similarly �+Ins(�(w))�� =Ins(�(�+fwg��)): Therefore, L is �-ins-compliant i�8w 2 �+; ((Ins(�(��fwg�+)) [ Ins(�(�+fwg��))) \ L 6= ;)) w 62 L8w 2 �+; (Ins(�(��fwg�+ [ �+fwg��)) \ L 6= ;)) w 62 L8w 2 �+; ((��fwg�+ [�+fwg��) \ �(Del(L)) 6= ;)) w 62 L (by Lemma 9)8w 2 �+; (9x; y 2 ��; xy 6= �; fxwyg \ �(Del(L)) 6= ;)) w 62 L8w 2 �+; x; y 2 ��; (w 2 L; fxwyg \ �(Del(L)) 6= ;)) xy = �8w 2 �+; x; y 2 ��; (w ttTlo x \ L 6= ;; w ttTup y \ �(Ins(L)) 6= ;)) xy = �14
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